The MyZone® personal desk environment (model ME200) is a desk console management system that attaches to a personal work surface and combines environmental control, lighting control, and lift functions inside a single unit.

The MyZone desk console management control system includes a color touch screen for environmental control (heating and cooling, airflow) lighting control, and integrated desk leg lift control functions. Users can control these features with the non-fixed controller, which can be positioned anywhere above or below the desk. The unit itself can be mounted horizontally or vertically under the desk.

**STANDARD MYZONE SYSTEM FEATURES**

- Variable heating and cooling with adjustable louvers that allow air to be directed at the user
- Non-fixed controller for user placement convenience
- Integrated leg lift control for sit/stand desk
- Presets for up to 15 users
- Task light dimming
- Adjustable clock and calendar
- Adjustable white noise generator
- Lowest power consumption in the industry — half the power draw of similar systems
- Automatic motion sensor that puts system into sleep mode after ten (10) minutes of inactivity — additional power savings

**OPTIONAL HEPA FILTRATION**

MyZone systems can be installed with an optional HEPA filter to provide better air quality and greater protection against infectious diseases. The HEPA filter was found to reduce particle counts by 94% in only 5 minutes.
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